
Four reasons why the 
time is now to invest in 
sustainable devices.
Sustainability initiatives are critical, not only for an organization’s 
environmental impact, but also its identity. Choosing sustainable 
devices can be a significant step in a better direction. 

Sustainable device benefits include: 

Read the eBook

Drive sustainability forward with innovative devices.
As your organization moves toward greater sustainability, Dell has the innovative technology to help your 

environmental initiatives succeed. Dell’s advanced devices are designed to intelligently save energy, reduce 
your impact and drive positive change for the world.
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Reducing your environmental impact
Choosing sustainable devices can intelligently save energy and reduce your environmental impact. 
Recycling potential e-waste into production resources can prevent the release of millions of metric 
tons of carbon dioxide.
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Boosting productivity 
Our devices’ built-in features are revolutionizing device management. The Intel vPro® platform 
enables sustainable management throughout a device’s life cycle, empowering IT organizations to 
operate more efficiently and effectively while reducing emissions.   

Working with committed partners
Dell is committed to embedding sustainability into everything we do. From using ocean-bound 
plastics in our devices to ensuring the integrity of our supply chain, our innovative methods help 
customers reach their goals.
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Answering the call for climate action
It’s not just advocacy groups pushing for greater sustainability. Consumers, business partners, 
corporate stakeholders and employees are demanding stronger climate policies. Selecting sustainable 
devices can boost the impact of an organization’s environmental initiatives.
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Intel® Innovation Built-in
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